North Carolina Regional Chapter

Membership

Founded in 1981 as one of the first four regional chapters, NC SOT is one of the largest regional chapters, with 374 members across NC. About 27% are students or postdocs. A mix of industrial/consultant (about half), government (about a third), and academic (about a tenth) toxicologists. Many members work in Research Triangle Park, but members hail from East Carolina University in eastern NC to Winston-Salem in the Piedmont.

Meetings & Award Opportunities

Two meetings yearly:
- Fall mtg. hosts a career panel and an oral presentation by the postdoctoral award winner
- Spring mtg. includes poster session and student poster awards
- Opportunities for communication and interactions with other local toxicologists

Both Fall & Spring meetings include seminars on a theme:
- 2010 Genomics and the Toxic Response
- 2010 Bioengineered Cellular and Animal Models for Toxicology
- 2011 Nanoparticles: Good and Bad

Student Poster Awards
Postdoctoral award for best extended abstract
K-12 Outreach: Classroom Education with Tox-in-a-Box Kit

If you live in NC, join NCSOT and get involved!


2010-2011 Officers

President
Melanie Foster
Vice President
Darol Dodd
Vice President-Elect
Michael Hughes
Secretary-Treasurer
Brenda Faiola
Past President
David Thomas

Councillors
Jamie DeWitt
Newsletter Editor
Teresa Leavens
Postdoctoral Rep
Brante Sampey
Student Rep
Katie Paul

Leadership

Several members and leaders of NCSOT have gone on to national SOT leadership:
Drs. Leon Golberg, Tom Miya, James Popp, Bob Dixon, Jim Gibson, Roger McClellan, Jim Bus, Bill Greenlee, Linda Birnbaum

Many NCSOT officers and members have held prominent positions with SOT specialty sections, committees, and council

Thank you to our past presidents and leadership for a great 30 years of NCSOT!
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Training & Outreach
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